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Abstract
As the application of computer technology continues to proliferate and diversify, the identification and understanding of application domains is becoming increasingly important to software development methodologies. Domain analysis techniques have been developed to accumulate and formalize the knowledge necessary for successful software reuse. These techniques have been shown to be useful, but suffer from defining the domain too restrictively, burying important relationships deep in domain taxonomies, and prohibiting flexible identification of domains with common issues. Techniques are needed that dynamically detect recurring patterns of activities in development projects. This paper presents a method for developing and refining the knowledge and experience accumulated by a development organization so it can learn from previous efforts. A case-based repository of project experiences supports the re-use and refinement of domain knowledge to reduce duplicate effort, build on successful efforts, and avoid repeating mistakes in the process of building quality software systems.

Motivation
The reuse of software components has received considerable attention as a method to improve software quality and development productivity. But there is a growing consensus that providing a library of source code is insufficient to support reuse [8, 16, 27]. The key to successful reuse lies more in understanding and defining the application domain for a collection of components [8, 31]. Defining and understanding domains is a difficult and time-consuming process that takes years to acquire sufficient expertise [11, 47]. The difficulty is exacerbated by the proliferation of technology, development tools, and the application of computing technology to increasingly diverse application fields. This diversity makes it difficult for development teams to integrate all the knowledge sources needed to design and develop software.

Recognizing the importance of domain knowledge to the development process, domain analysis techniques have been designed to systematically identify objects and relationships of a class of systems [32, 3, 39]. The central issue is identifying what constitutes the domain -- what should and should not be included in the domain. Most methods advocate creating a formal model of the domain [37, 47], making domain analysis most useful for established domains with well-known parameters [8, 38, 41]. But in the fast-paced world of changing business needs and technological advances, well-established domains in the computer industry are an increasingly rare commodity. Static and labor-intensive domain analysis methods are ill-suited for these dynamic and evolving domains, making it difficult to have a reasonably complete domain model that reflects the current state of affairs.

Ironically, the emphasis on defining “the” domain model often obscures the real issue; to find commonalities among systems to facilitate reusing software or other design artifacts. From this perspective, domain analysis is a process of identifying commonly occurring patterns across a number of development efforts. The “domain” does not necessarily need to be a family of applications or a formal model, but a set of problems within applications with recurring activities and/or work products.

Defining the domain in this manner has implications that go far beyond questions of which components can be reused to implement a system. Common project needs can be identified and their experiences can be used to choose development tools that meet the special needs of individual projects. The objective becomes more than software reuse, focusing on using previous efforts to learn how to create better products. As patterns emerge, top-down domain analysis methods can be used to formalize the patterns, facilitating domain evolution from the identification of isolated patterns to formally defined domain knowledge. Identifying established patterns of effort reduces the risk of costly domain analysis efforts by ensuring that the cost of analysis can be amortized over many uses.

We have been using an “industry-as-laboratory” [36] approach to investigate an organizational learning approach to domain analysis by studying an in-house software development organization for a major railroad corporation in the US, Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR). Our analysis revealed a need to collect and disseminate project experiences to reduce duplicate effort, build on successful efforts, and avoid repeating mistakes. Based on these obser-
We have systematically studied software development at UPRR at both macro and micro levels. The macro level was revealed through a series of interviews with developers and key management personnel all the way up to the Assistant Vice President of Information Systems. We coalesced ideas from the interviews into a prototype that led to more feedback and a series of meetings that identified similar efforts and resources that we followed up on through interviews and detailed discussions with involved personnel. The micro level was explored through six contextual inquiries [22] in which we followed developers and project managers for half a day and interviewed them about their work while they performed their daily activities. This technique helps uncover details and reveal aspects of one's job that they tend to abstract out in a formal interview setting. Through these studies we have collected extensive notes and hours of video recorded information with an even mixture of developers and project managers.

Our foremost conclusion from these studies is that a combination of diverse development concerns, complexity and novelty in the development environment, and many relatively small-scale individual projects are working together to exacerbate the thin spread of application domain knowledge [11]. There are currently 26 separate projects in 12 different functional areas of the business, ranging from order processing and revenue management to dispatch monitoring, resource planning, and scheduling. In addition to intra-project communication needs, there is a need for communication between these projects, as they share concerns of the application domain (aspects of the railroad business) as well as common development platforms. The organizational lines tend to create barriers for this kind of communication, creating a lack of consistency across products and duplication of effort.

Not only is knowledge distributed, it falls along a number of interdependent domains (see Table 1) that were present in varying degrees in all projects we studied. Many domain analysis techniques focus on algorithms, analytical models...
coordinating systems, communication between peers, domains to effectively develop software at UPRR. Our analysis indicated that expertise is needed in a number of knowledge domains to effectively develop software at UPRR. Algorithm design played a minor role in day-to-day activities of developers and managers, and the amount of design work we witnessed by far outweighed the amount of programming work. People we studied spent their time in activities such as learning application domains, coordinating systems, communication between peers, analyzing customer needs and interface design, data structuring, and analysis for decision making, among others.

Because client-server computing is a fairly new field that UPRR has little experience with, many projects are pushing the boundaries of the infrastructure. In one design meeting we attended, a team was building an application that moved a dataset from the mainframe to the more accessible medium of Lotus Notes on PC workstations. The program was designed to be manually invoked from a workstation. This aspect of the design caused a great deal of discussion about the merits of automatically triggering the program from the workstation:

S1: “So then, my question becomes: Are we not far enough in our infrastructure where we can automatically trigger this job and move it over to Lotus Notes?”

Automatic job triggering is clearly an issue with broad applicability in UPRR’s client-server architecture, but for which no known infrastructure exists:

S2: “Currently we have jobs that automatically run and populate... be it a Oracle database or whatever.”

S3: “On the server!”

S2: “Right, going through server. But I don’t know about Lotus Notes, so I can’t speak of that. But I know there are things out there that could potentially do that. They can do that through client-server 10-33 machines. So it should be able to do that in Lotus Notes database. I know there are other systems out there that are working to get information directly from Oracle, which is only 10-33 machines, and again leading it into Lotus Notes. So there is a potential option and that is to move it straight to Oracle and then port it out of Oracle.”

S3: “Yeah, I think. in fact, there are lot of tools available today and working to automatically initiate jobs on the server. But this one is kind of unique in that it has to be initiated from the workstation. But I don’t know whether there are any to remotely initiate jobs on the workstation.”

Here we have a potentially recurring problem for the organization that needs to be identified disseminated to projects needing solutions in the future. Its utility may seem obvious in hindsight, but it is an emergent need to people in the organization. Smart planning and analysis can identify some of the issues, but there will always be hidden, obscure, and non-obvious issues that will be missed without some means to detect the recurring patterns.

The issues and structure of the organization produce many barriers to formal domain analysis methods. The sheer number of separate efforts at UPRR lends itself to an organizational learning approach in which project experiences are disseminated across project boundaries. It is difficult to define a domain because it is difficult to define boundaries. The domains are dynamic and constantly changing, often being defined by the first project to address the issues involved. Lack of experience in client-server computing caused domains to emerge as projects encountered issues fundamental to the development infrastructure.

Yet there is a need to disseminate what is currently known in a timely manner so the organization can build on successes, avoid duplicate efforts, and avoid repeating mistakes. These issues are not an artifact of poor management (in fact the organization has a sophisticated software development operation with many people devoted to development infrastructure issues such as the development process) but is a consequence of the complexity and dynamics of the transportation industry and advances in technology. Techniques are needed that can evolve as quickly as the domains are explored by projects.

An Organizational Learning Approach to Domain Analysis

From the beginning of our study, it has been clear to us that the size, complexity, and dynamic nature of software development at UPRR would prevent the construction of a comprehensive and up-to-date model. Even if a reasonably complete model were possible, understanding it would be a significant barrier. Therefore, our approach has been to create the infrastructure by which UPRR can derive its own models to address their most pressing issues. While some have characterized such an approach as “organizational memory” [6, 44], we have chosen “organizational learning” to emphasize that the real purpose is to learn and improve from previous efforts.

The next issue is how the experiences in the repository should be organized. Creating a classification structure would essentially involve the kind of labor-intensive domain analysis effort we are trying to minimize. We have therefore chosen to use case-based technology. Case-based methods do not require extensive classification to find information, and are often touted as a technique that works best in the kinds of ill-defined problem solving situations we are interested in [24, 42].

A Case-Based Approach to Organizational Learning

Case-based reasoning is an artificial intelligence method based on cognitive models postulating that much of human problem solving involves applying past experiences to analogically related situations. While early case-based systems attempted to provide autonomous problem solving by adapting existing solutions to new situations, recent systems have emphasized providing an external memory for users through an interactive process of decision support [25, 34]. A case-based repository for decision support can suggest how new problems can be approached, suggest the means for adapting a solution that does not quite fit, warn of possible failures, and help designers interpret and understand a situation [24].
Case-based decision aid technology is a perfect fit with an organizational memory approach to domain analysis because we are interested in situations in which there is no formalized or algorithmic solution available, but problem solving examples exist. Human interpretation and analysis of the situation is necessary, but people need help finding relevant cases because they either forgot or did not know about existing solutions and approaches to a given problem. This is particularly valuable to reduce the effect of distributed knowledge at UPRR. Case-based methods can also support the abstraction process that is so important to domain analysis by detecting patterns, such as when several cases suggest the same solution and/or are indexed with similar terms.

**Retrieving Similar Cases**

Any case-based approach relies heavily on the case retrieval mechanism, often referred to as the indexing problem [24], which is responsible for finding appropriate cases for a given problem description. Indexing, the process of representing cases with key terms and phrases, is only half the problem. The other half is the method of matching queries to case representations. Simple matching techniques have been shown to inadequately support the process of satisfying an information need, especially when the query is ill-defined [7, 20]. Methods are needed that can retrieve noisy and inexact patterns with a soft matching retrieval algorithm.

The indexing architecture we have adopted consists of three types of objects: terms, characteristics, and experience cases (see Figure 1). People searching for experience cases specify a query with characteristics. Characteristics are structured objects with a description, a list of cases that use the characteristic, and a list of terms that index the characteristic. They define a controlled vocabulary to index cases. People indexing cases are encouraged to reuse existing characteristics when they apply, although new characteristics can easily be defined. A controlled vocabulary approach was adopted for three reasons. First, for describing objects, such as source code, that do not follow the linguistic regularities of text documents, controlled vocabulary approaches may be superior to other indexing methods [37]. Secondly, this approach fits many organizations where standard terminology and acronyms are used to communicate common issues. We often heard statements like “That’s a track capacity issue” at UPRR. Key phrases such as “track capacity” can be used as characteristics to help establish a carefully designed vocabulary that best describes domains within the organization. Third, defining a standard set of terminology is a first step toward formalizing domain knowledge [37].

The problem with a standard or controlled vocabulary is that it must be learned. This is a barrier not only to novices, but experienced people that are exposed to new projects with their own set of terminology. We therefore allow an uncontrolled vocabulary of terms to help find characteristics. People need to use characteristics to look for cases, but if they are unsure of which characteristics to use, or want to find an exhaustive list of characteristics for a given issue, they can construct a query of terms to find characteristics. We do not allow terms to retrieve cases as this would reduce the benefits of using a controlled vocabulary.

We have chosen a spreading activation retrieval method that uses a connectionist relaxation algorithm to support finding partially matching patterns. The algorithm is explained formally elsewhere [19, 21], but the basic process is as follows. Let’s say a user specifies term A in a query (see Figure 1). The A node is given an activation value of 1.0 that is passed to all characteristics it indexes, w and x in this case. The activation value passed to the characteristic nodes will be reduced by the strength of the link weight (which measures the degree of association between a term and characteristic), and is adjusted by other factors such as fan-in and decay [19]. On the next cycle, w and x will have a non-zero activation value that will be passed to all term nodes they are connected to. This process repeats until activation values stabilize or a user-defined number of cycles is reached. The same process is used to find cases with characteristics defining the query.

The strength of this method is that it is able to find partial patterns in the repository. For example, when x passes its activation value to C and D on the second cycle, these two nodes work together to reinforce x’s activation value and activate z. Further cycles reinforce x and z because of the feedback loop between these nodes and C and D. In the end, x and z will have similar activation values. The structure of the repository detects that characteristics x and z are similar because they have similar representations. The spreading activation process has detected the pattern through a partial match. Notice also that z would not have been retrieved if we were using a straightforward matching algorithm. Spreading activation found z because it is similar to x, which directly matched the query of A. While other partial match paradigms, such as Latent Semantic
Indexing [12] and Lexical Affinity [28], can also find partial matches, the spreading activation method was chosen because it is particularly suited to retrieving non-text objects such as source code [20].

**Reusing Project Experiences**

Through our studies at UPRR, we have identified some of the kinds of project experiences that need to be disseminated in an organizational learning repository. In this section, we present some of these issues through a second generation experimental prototype that we are using to demonstrate how an organizational learning approach to domain analysis would work. One of the fundamental design issues in case-based technology is defining what constitutes a case. Our answer has been to allow any idea or artifact that may be useful to others to be a case. This leads to eclectic and non-uniform case representations, but it satisfies the requirement to collect project experiences that the organization can build on. The following scenarios, adopted from transcripts of videotapes and notes from interviews at UPRR, explore some of the issues encountered by the various stakeholders in the development process.

**Choosing an Appropriate Tool**

With over 90 different development tools in use at UPRR, choosing an appropriate set of tools for a project is becoming a significant problem. The sheer number is a formidable barrier, but the complexity and overlapping nature of these tools, ranging from operating systems, databases, and languages to CASE tools, development methodologies and word processors, makes it difficult to know which tool should be used for what kinds of problems. Exacerbating the problem is the fact that vendor claims are often overstated, making it difficult to assess tradeoffs. An organizational learning approach can support the decision making process by providing access to a repository of cases with information on how different tools have fared in the development context of UPRR.

One project at UPRR is developing a system that monitors trains coming in and out of the switching yard. The users require a graphical user interface (GUI) on PC’s that communicates with a Unix server to retrieve and store data on an Oracle database. An informed decision on which of a handful of GUI builders to use needs to be addressed before the project can continue. While the decision can be made based on the usual hearsay or by launching a six-month domain analysis effort, an organizational learning approach uses a repository of project experiences to analyze which tools would be most appropriate. The decision maker can begin by entering queries to find relevant project characteristics (alternatively, the user could have entered the characteristics directly, as shown in Figure 1). For example, Figure 2 shows a query using the term “GUI” that finds the characteristics shown in the Matches window. The user can choose any of these characteristics for inclusion in the problem description, which is accumulated in the Characteristics window. Each time a new characteristic is added to the problem description, the Matches window is updated to display the cases retrieved by the current set of characteristics. Note that the Matches window can be changed to view projects, tasks, development methods, etc., as shown in the View window. Each case has one or more types associated with it. Choosing different views displays different types of cases found by the same characteristic query.

For the query shown in Figure 2, PowerBuilder is retrieved as the top match (cases are displayed in rank order of matching according to spreading activation values). The decision maker can view the case representation of the tool, which includes a description, the characteristics that index the case, information on how to achieve different tasks with the tool, and some problems encountered when using the tool (Cautions). The How-To, Cautions, and Projects fields provide hypertext links to detailed descriptions and cases in the repository. Persuing this description, the user discovers that PowerBuilder takes total control of the operating system when it sends messages to the system, which would not be compatible with the current design. Another complicating factor is that previous contractor had developed some of the communication software in C++. Therefore, not only must the GUI builder allow for sub-processes, but it must interface with C++. These facts can also be entered in the system to find characteristics and projects that meet these constraints.
This scenario mirrors a project at UPRR that went through a lengthy process in which the shortcomings of different GUI builders were gradually discovered at considerable cost in manpower. The issues of controlling the operating system and C compatibility were not issues directly addressed in documentation. Developers experimented until they found it was not possible. Eventually it was discovered that Zink met all the constraints of the project. This tool had been used before, so the expertise and knowledge existed in the organization, but people in this project were simply not aware of it. This episode outlines the difficulty of choosing a standard tool suite. PowerBuilder is the GUI builder of choice for UPRR, but there are situations in which it will not work. An organizational learning approach allows people to explore the specific context in which a tool will be used, resulting in a streamlined tool selection process.

There are a number of other software development resources at UPRR that can benefit from this approach. For example, a standard development methodology (SDM) has been used in the past by the organization, but it is generally considered to be more appropriate for development in the mainframe environment. The diversity of projects and unfamiliarity with client-server tools and techniques have thwarted efforts to come up with one best methodology. An organizational learning approach to this problem, in which experiences with different methods, such as prototyping, joint-application development, information engineering and others, can be stored in the repository. New projects can then explore what has worked best for a problem with similar characteristics. This kind of flexibility is essential for effective management of projects with diverse application needs.

Finding an Expert

Studies of development organizations have revealed that considerable attention and effort is applied to finding people in the organization that are needed to get one's work done [35]. A network of people with expertise in specific problem areas is usually formed by individuals in an informal manner that can cause gaps such as the GUI builder problem in the previous section. Because the repository will never have a full list of problems and solutions, it is important to have the means to find pointers to sources that may be able to help. For example, the Unix server infrastructure at UPRR is still in its infancy. One project needed to communicate with a Unix server. Querying the repository, they find a number of characteristics and issues involving socket communications, but none which tried to use sockets to connect PCs and Unix machines, nor did any of them mention trying to write communication calls of any kind between Unix machines and PCs. So the next best thing is to contact some of the people that have worked on similar problems to see if they can offer any advice. This can be performed by choosing the "people" view as shown in Figure 3.

The repository dynamically constructs a "knowledge profile" [46] through the cases in the repository their name is associated with. This indirectly associates people with characteristics, allowing users to query for expertise. To the extent they are connected with characteristics in the query, they will get a stronger retrieval value, and can be considered to possess more expertise on the subject area than others. Notice that people do not have to create and maintain a personal profile for this feature. Instead, expertise is dynamically defined by the cases a person has been involved with.

Capturing Application Domain Knowledge

Another key issue is entering new cases and refining existing cases in the repository. For example, one project at UPRR is concerned with periodically migrating a TSO (Time Sharing Option) dataset on the mainframe onto a Lotus Notes database on a PC workstation. Let's say the developers begin by using the repository to find similar cases. Although several cases in repository have similar characteristics, none match the particular problem of migrating the databases. As the developers find relevant characteristics and explore the issues found by querying the repository with those characteristics, they are in essence accumulating a list of characteristics describing their problem. Once they are finished looking for ideas, the developer can use this description to create a new case. This can be accomplished by creating a new case description (a project description in this case) as shown in Figure 4.

The user needs to fill in some of the fields such as the problem statement and issues and barriers, but the system will keep track of the characteristics used and the projects viewed by the user. These are automatically entered as part of the case representation. The user is free to edit and add to these fields, but the system has taken a significant time-saving step by automatically entering some of the information. The case will also be placed on an open problems list for projects with unresolved issues. This list can be used to identify trends in some of the current problems faced by the organization. Later, when progress is made the case can be modified by updating and filling in fields such as "solution statement" and "problems encountered".
Support for Formal Domain Analysis

An organizational learning repository can be used to support a formal domain analysis effort. By querying the repository for patterns of common activities, the domain analyst can get a comprehensive picture of the issues and approaches used to solve problems in the domain. For example, upper management at UPRR have noticed that a number of projects have begun to struggle with issues of backup and recovery in the client-server world. A domain analysis is needed to create a uniform approach to the characteristics such as “Automatic backup”, “File backup”, “Disaster recovery”, “Backup scheduling”, “Update frequency” and others. The analyst constructs some ‘characteristic’ queries and follows links to cases describing problems and projects to understand some of the different ways backup and recovery have been addressed. From these, the analyst begins to construct some of the facets such as:

- mode: automatic or manual
- data type: database, files
- architecture: mainframe, server, workstation
- scheduling: volume size, loading

From here the analyst can begin to organize the software artifacts that have accumulated about backup and recovery issues. The repository provides a comprehensive and convenient mechanism for performing the analysis.

Knowledge Collection

Since we are advocating that the mapping from problems to tools must be dynamically maintained to meet the changing needs of an organization, capturing project experiences is a crucial element of our approach. Similar efforts have shown that design repositories will be used by development personnel, provided it contains relevant and useful information [44]. The information capture process needs to strike a delicate balance between gathering enough knowledge to support decision making, while not becoming overly disruptive to the development process. Deployment of the system outlined by our prototype needs to strike a balance between properly filling organizational practices and mandating organizational changes to incorporate the system and gain maximum benefit from its use.

Our analysis revealed that there’s enough information collection activities going on at UP that we should be careful not to add to the burden. Achieving these goals means that the system must become part of the organization’s normal design process [44]. Using the repository as a basis for design as outlined in the scenario on capturing domain knowledge ensures that significant issues are collected. We are also working with UPRR to transform status reports from stand-alone documents to a knowledge collection activity that involves developers in the continuous refinement of the repository. Status reports would become a hyperdocument historical tracking medium where issues in the report are linked to specific cases in the repository. Another source is the post-implementation survey for projects that is already a standard practice in the organization. This can give valuable informal feedback on design and technique effectiveness. Some have also mentioned the possibility of doing the feedback during the project. By collecting information already available in case form, we can increase the utility of the system while adding little overhead to the development process.

Assessment and Future Directions

An organizational learning approach to domain analysis and software development is best suited to development contexts in which common customer needs are being addressed in similar application domains by multiple projects. This is closest in scope to in-house development organizations, but can also be adopted in organizations that do contract or commercial off-the-shelf development [17]. The scope of our approach naturally incorporates all of the stakeholders involved in software development. Management, developers, marketing, customers and others can share project experiences. The nature of these experiences will differ across the various disciplines, but the general infrastructure of organizational memory systems remains intact.

Our long-term goal is to use the repository as an empirical testbed to show which techniques work best for a given domain. Although data may be spotty, it will be real, and we feel confident that clear trends will emerge that can add an empirical basis to vendor, methodology, and researcher claims [13]. Our joint charter thus far has been to explore and characterize the organization to understand what kind of infrastructure is needed to more effectively develop software at this organization. Incorporating the technique into the complex fabric of any large development organization is a lengthy and tenuous process. We are currently working with UPRR to integrate these methods into their development methodology and begin the process of setting up the case-based repository. The prototype has thus far been used as a communication medium to disseminate our results and conclusions. The next phase of the project will center around the additional complexities of technology transfer.

In addition to the ongoing work on knowledge collection outlined above, we are working closely with a project at
UPRR that will serve as a pilot project for this approach. We are currently “shadowing” the development project, using videotape [46], project-related electronic mail, and frequent site visits to “seed” our prototype with data relevant to the project. Toward the end of the year, we plan to have project personnel take over the repository we have seeded. We will then analyze the effort and lessons learned from adopting the technology to design an organization-wide set of tools supporting an organizational learning approach to software development.

Related Work

The domain-oriented perspective is beginning to gain momentum in the software engineering community. Researchers in software reuse have long acknowledged that reuse within small, well-defined, domains works better than trying to solve general reusability problems [8, 39]. Recent effort in Domain-Specific Software Architectures (DSSA) [18] and research on software architecture [2, 40] also recognize the importance of domain-specific solutions.

In many respects the approach outlined here follows the domain analysis prescription to identify reusable information in the problem domain, capture relevant information, and evolve the information to fit or evolve it to meet current needs [3]. Specifically, we address issues of domain identification, evolution, and reuse, and are currently in the process addressing acquisition issues. Domain representation will also become an issue for us as we begin to analyze information that we have collected.

But it would not be too unfair to characterize most domain analysis approaches as a form of top-down analysis in which a formal or semi-formal process is applied to turn existing information in well-known domains and artifacts into reusable abstractions with broader applicability than what existed before [38]. Our approach complements these top-down approaches by providing key bottom-up information about projects that is captured as the knowledge begins to emerge. This information can be used to identify common patterns and flag them as candidates for formal domain analysis efforts.

In addition to working with UPRR, our approach has drawn from a number of sources. Design rationale is designed to capture the rationale behind the designs of systems [30]. This provides information about systems that reaches beyond source code, often concentrating on questions of ‘why’ certain design decisions were made. This information can help projects and organizations avoid repeating mistakes or re-hashing decision that have already been addressed. Systems supporting design rationale have largely concentrated on issues of organizing the information into a variety of similar structures [26, 14, 29], although some studies of knowledge capture have been performed [10]. While capturing information about design decisions is certainly an important part of our approach, we have broadened the perspective of design rationale to include issues of tool usage, development methods, project issues, and any other kind of information that may be useful to other development projects.

There are also a number of similar efforts that focus on domain analysis at the component and algorithm level. The experience factory [9] defines an organizational framework that separates component design from application development, but largely focuses on “experience” at the level of source code components. Technology books formalize knowledge about algorithms and formal models for classes of problems [4]. Case-based reasoning techniques have been employed to adapt and compose reusable components [15]. This method also focuses on source code, which we have found to be a small part of the information needs at UPRR. Our approach broadens these perspectives and focuses on providing case-based repository technology that can help an organization accumulate and use expertise to streamline the entire development process.

We have also been influenced by the various process improvement efforts [5, 33, 23]. Our approach shares the common goal of enhancing productivity and quality of software development as a continuous improvement process. The development process is only one of the many issues facing development organizations, and it is often unclear how organizations will accumulate the information necessary to perform process improvement. We support this process by providing the means through which knowledge can be re-used, refined, and accumulated as an organization matures in different domains.

Our approach is most closely related to some approaches to constructing organizational memory systems [45]. While the organizational learning approach outlined in this paper emphasizes the process of learning from and improving on previous efforts, these efforts focus on the first step in our domain lifecycle, collecting and disseminating design information. TeamInfo focused primarily on querying and browsing issues for a organizational memory of loosely organized e-mail messages [6]. Answer Garden was built to turn knowledge into an organizational asset in a network of multiple-choice questions and answers [1]. Their bottom-up process evolves the repository in response to user questions, and would be most useful for collecting experiences about development tools. Our framework goes further to support the process of analyzing domains and turning the individual cases into assets that can streamline the development process.

Our approach is closest in scope to an organizational memory effort at AT&T [44]. This research has created a Designer Assistant that provides access to a repository of issues such as real-time performance constraints, local programming conventions, properties of an implementation, and others. Their repository approach uses traditional knowledge-based technology, but accomplishes many of the goals we have set out to address. The STARS framework also shares some of our concerns with developing and maintaining domain-specific assets for the continual improvement of reuse-oriented activities [43]. In many ways we have instantiated their framework through our case-based organizational learning approach.
Conclusions

By providing methods that are best suited to well-defined software development domains, most domain analysis techniques fail just when they are needed the most. We have developed an approach that supports developers when they are faced with tasks that are less well-understood. By identifying common patterns among problems and projects, the process of domain understanding is supported, not just formalizing that which is already well-established.

Our approach simultaneously answers two lingering questions in domain analysis: what constitutes the domain and where does the information for a domain analysis come from? In our case, the “domain” is any set of problems with similar characteristics that can be used as a basis for a design decision. Patterns that emerge from the process of finding problems with similar characteristics represent areas within an organization that may benefit from a formal domain analysis process. The case-based approach coupled with the spreading activation retrieval method can find domains with similar characteristics that would escape one’s attention in the statically defined taxonomies and models of many domain analysis techniques.

The accumulated knowledge of application domains benefits software development activities by providing a baseline to judge which techniques work best under a given set of circumstances, resulting in quality software developed with streamlined development methods. Our approach begins this process by placing reuse as an integral part of the entire development process. From the very onset of a project, development team members use the repository to design and support decision making.

We are developing the organizational learning approach to software development in a user-centered or participatory design method in which we deploy prototypes to collect feedback and refine our model to fit the organization’s needs. Successful deployment of this system would not only help the software development process in our client organization, but will provide a crucial first step toward better understanding the software development process and how it can be improved.
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